For decades I've had the extreme honour and pleasure of being entrusted with the rarest and most precious gems on Earth. Argyle diamonds are incomparable in their beauty and rarity. I've dedicated my life’s work to creating exquisite, unique designs which highlight the true wonder of these jewels.

At Calleija, it brings us great joy to showcase the skills of our incredibly talented master jewellers and designers, who each take such pride in creating extraordinary bespoke designs for our clients. We relish the opportunity to collaborate with our esteemed clientele to design and create distinctive, remarkable pieces to be treasured for many years to come. Every Calleija piece is not only a beautiful jewel but a work of art.

Browse the astonishing collection of beautiful jewels and rare Argyle pink diamonds at our Sydney, London or Gold Coast boutiques or have a special creation made for yourself or someone you love.
Inspired by the glorious sunburnt lands and winding rivers of the East Kimberley region of Western Australia, Argyle Dreaming™ represents one of Calleija’s most significant pieces to date.

Handcrafted from over 600 white, pink, yellow, champagne and blue diamonds from the iconic Argyle Diamond Mine and featuring gold from Rio Tinto’s famed Kennecott mine in the United States. The necklace and ring set is the result of over 800 hours of tireless work by Calleija’s designers and master craftspeople.

The stars of this incredible necklace are two round brilliant cut white diamonds, cut from the same 13.41ct rough Argyle diamond. This spectacular rough will quite possibly be the last of its kind to be unearthed from the Argyle mine ahead of its closure in 2020 - representing the end of an era in Australian history.

Showcasing Calleija’s mesmerising attention to detail, a specially engineered mechanism allows the main white diamond in the necklace to be interchanged with the champagne diamond in the matching ring.

Argyle Dreaming™ is a tribute to the ancient landscape of the Kimberley and the kaleidoscope of spectacular diamonds the region is so renowned for producing.

Dreamlike, bewitching and timeless.
Pink, red and blue diamonds are some of the rarest and most coveted gemstones in the world, entrusted to only the world's finest jewellers. With the closure of Rio Tinto's Argyle mine scheduled for 2020, the latest collection of these extraordinary diamonds from the annual Argyle Pink Diamonds Tender is likely to be among some of the last ever unearthed.

This year, Calleija’s collections feature a number of stunning Argyle tender diamonds. Handcrafted by the master craftspeople of Calleija into timeless works of art, a pink diamond piece from Calleija is not only an incomparably beautiful jewel, but a piece of Australian history to be treasured for generations.
LADY IN RED

One of the finest examples of Calleija’s talent for creating astonishing pieces from nature’s most exquisite gems. The incredibly rare and collectable ‘Lady in Red’ Argyle Tender diamond, a 0.54ct Fancy Purplish Red diamond, can be worn as a simple yet elegant ring featuring blue and white diamonds, or sheathed in an outer jacket of Argyle pink diamonds. Outstanding beauty and unique design for any occasion.
CARMINE

A timeless beauty for the ages, Carmine features one of only thirty-two Argyle Red Tender diamonds ever to be discovered at the soon-to-be-closing Argyle Diamond Mine. Her brilliant halo of oval cut Argyle pink diamonds embraces Carmine’s central 0.31ct red diamond to create an elegant heirloom treasure to be cherished for generations to come.

CALLA

The flawless design of Calla pays homage to her floral inspiration with a wondrous central 0.52ct pear shaped purplish pink Argyle Pink Tender diamond set in rose gold. Graded 1PP, the highest colour grade to be found in Argyle pink diamonds, her extraordinary centrepiece is set atop a platinum band and adorned with halos of pink and white diamonds.
IAMORE

The remarkable Iamore is an exquisite handmade platinum and rose gold work of art, epitomising Calleija’s talent for one-of-a-kind, eye-catching design. Featuring a precious 0.56ct 3PP Purplish Pink heart-shaped Argyle Tender diamond, her corners are offset by four rose gold embellishments which embrace twin pear shaped Argyle pink diamonds and Argyle blue diamonds. Beneath her setting lies a signature hidden Calleija ‘C’, a delicate surprise for her wearer.
For decades, the Calleija name has been synonymous with expert craftsmanship, unique design and the highest quality. The skilled master craftpeople of Calleija share a collective vision to create one-of-a-kind pieces which inspire, captivate and excite their wearers.

As one of the world’s few Argyle Pink Diamonds Select Ateliers, it gives us great pleasure to transform these rare and valuable gems into spectacular masterpieces. From delicate pinks to intense purplish pinks and extremely rare red diamonds, Argyle diamonds have inspired both collectors and jewellers around the world since their discovery. The imminent closure of the Argyle Diamond Mine in 2020 gives us the tremendous pleasure of creating designs which will soon become a part of Australian history.

At Calleija, artistry and skill coalesce with traditional craftsmanship and modern techniques to culminate in unique pieces, deeply personal to both wearer and designer. Each Calleija piece starts as a concept, inspired by the natural beauty of the stones, before being fashioned into a bespoke jewel like no other. We delight in collaborating with our clientele to create truly memorable pieces which reflect your own inherent personal sense of style. Whether you choose to work alongside Calleija’s designers to bring your imagination to life or peruse one of our showrooms for your own unique Calleija piece, the experience is guaranteed to be unforgettable.
The astral splendour of Altair bursts forth from her central 0.13ct Argyle pink diamond in a shower of delicate pink and white diamonds. Set with rose gold and platinum, her radiance captivates and excites as the light touches her glittering surface. A rare and unearthly beauty.
AZALEA

These versatile, floral earrings are at once delicately feminine and haltingly beautiful. Set in platinum and rose gold, the Azalea studs feature a perfectly matched pair of Argyle pink diamonds totalling 0.73ct in weight. To be worn on their own, or encased in a pair of stunning diamond jackets, these precious floral jewels are a beautiful adornment for any occasion.
A delicate dance of colours and shapes, Linnea’s deep beauty radiates from the 0.20ct Argyle Pink oval cut diamond at her centre. A halo of pink diamonds surrounds her central jewel breathing life into the rose gold and white diamond adornments. The ease in which the three halos peacefully float replicates the feeling of wearing Linnea.
Worn as either a brooch or pendant, Athena embodies the spirit of Calleija design; Unique, playful and utterly captivating. A collection of round brilliant cut white diamonds adorns Athena, alongside a sparkling assortment of rare and magnificent Argyle pink diamonds. An alluring addition to any collection.
Brilliant and powerful, Czarina inspires with her breathtaking combination of shapes and colours. At her centre, a 2.03ct pear shaped diamond is surrounded by four rare marquise cut blue diamonds from the 2012 Argyle Diamond Tender. The hypnotising embrace is finished off with two heart shaped pink diamonds set in rose gold and platinum.
Bold yet infinitely feminine, Rayne exudes beauty and elegance unlike any other jewel. Gently undulating waves of platinum and rose gold are crested with grain-set Argyle pink and white diamonds. Cushioned at her centre is a superb Argyle blue diamond, dazzling with graceful beauty. Underneath the setting lies delicate detailing so uniquely Calleija in its intricacy.
THE JOURNEY RING

The sweeping curves of this captivating ring reflect the journey of life and the paths we choose to take. Created for you to personalise with your own selection of gems and precious metals, the Journey Ring can be crafted in Platinum, 18ct White, Yellow, or Rose Gold to celebrate the special moments in your life.

The Journey Ring - a design as individual as you.
This 18ct white gold stretch tennis bracelet is clasp-less, allowing for ease of wear while being flawlessly stylish and feminine. Set with round brilliant cut diamonds totalling 5.50ct, she is a fine addition to your collection or a timeless gift that says ‘I love you’.

RIVIÈRE
Engaging BRILLIANCE

Nothing says ‘love’ like a diamond ring from world-renowned jeweller, Calleija. Whether you are asking for her hand in marriage, celebrating an anniversary or simply saying thank you for years of devotion, a Calleija diamond ring is sure to capture her heart all over again.

Crafted with expertise and designed with masterful artistry and imagination, Calleija’s diamond jewellery offers a promise of romance, sweet, special and everlasting. We invite you to collaborate with our master craftspeople to design your very own bespoke diamond ring or browse the collection of unique Calleija designed pieces at one of our boutiques.

For a piece she’ll cherish today and for the rest of her life, only a Calleija diamond ring will do.
Zenith is a potent and powerful beauty, irresistible to all who behold her. A commanding 5ct round brilliant cut white diamond gleams at her centre, star-like and magnificent. Adorned with a delicate gold Calleija ‘C’, her elegant design is equally subtle and captivating. An exceptional celestial beauty embodying style and grace.
Nothing says everlasting love like a spectacular engagement ring from Calleija. This classic solitaire ring features an exquisite 1.16ct oval cut diamond at centre stage set in a platinum band. A timeless, sophisticated style which signifies your undying love.

SERAPHINA

Epitomising the distinctive style and innovation for which Calleija is renowned, this unique ring features a 0.15ct fancy step cut diamond custom faceted for Calleija. With eighteen round brilliant cut diamonds forming her angular halo, Seraphina is divine, ethereal and daring.
This chic, sophisticated design is indicative of her uniquely French moniker. Tasteful and refined, yet wonderfully decorative, Delphine features a gleaming central 2.04ct oval cut diamond surrounded by a halo of round brilliant cut diamonds. Beneath her façade rests a beautiful diamond lotus flower basket in rose gold detailing with twin diamond-set petals and a rare Argyle pink diamond.
As timeless and definitive as any bespoke jewellery design may be, no true artform is unchanging. John Calleija’s uncompromising dedication to innovation has become the hallmark of Calleija design. Years of tireless work at the cutting edge of contemporary design has culminated in the Glacier Diamond.

An incomparable triumph in creativity and craftsmanship, the Glacier cut emphasises the inherent brilliance of the traditional cushion cut diamond and elevates it to new levels. Lending itself effortlessly to the trademark Calleija solitaire ring, the Glacier is now also featured in a number of Calleija designs, including rings, earrings, and pendants. A diamond like no other, the Glacier Diamond is synonymous with radiance, elegance and femininity.

Designed to symbolise eternal love and life’s most precious moments, every Glacier Diamond can be inscribed with a unique message for its wearer. Available exclusively at Calleija.
LYRA

This irresistible piece features a stunning 1.15ct pear shaped white diamond which glistens atop a halo of round brilliant cut white diamonds. Resting upon her rose gold band are two glittering shoulders featuring Argyle pear shaped pink diamonds and brilliant white diamonds.
When John Calleija and Zara Phillips MBE met for the first time, they instantly recognised a kindred creative spirit in each other. The collaboration between the pair has gone on to become a key element of the Calleija range, where soft feminine curves and stylish, practical design meet with the artistry of Calleija.

Influenced by the unique personal style of Zara Phillips, the Saddle Suite and Coronet Suite form a collection of pieces specially designed for the women of today. At once feminine and strong, delicate and practical, the range features compelling designs in gold and platinum. Many of the pieces are adorned with precious gems, from sapphires and white diamonds to striking black diamonds and rare and highly prized Argyle pink diamonds. The Zara Phillips Collection is the ultimate in effortlessly stylish jewellery for the contemporary woman.
OPHELIA

Dramatic, bold and arresting. Opheila features an astonishingly intense 1.35ct Burmese ruby fringed by two half moon cut diamonds and white round diamonds. Underneath the ruby are stunning lines of exquisite dark pink sapphires.

CAMILLE

A glamorous combination of tapered baguette cut, pear cut, and marquise cut diamonds create a dramatic pair of earrings. The bold design is undeniably feminine and irresistibly refined. A powerful combination of beauty and style.
Iluka is a majestic and unique jewel. Her vivid 33.27ct cushion cut aquamarine is bordered by a stunningly intricate halo of white diamonds. This breathtaking design can be worn as both a ring or pendant, making her a versatile and glamorous piece, adored by all who bear witness to her.
Celestia features a spectacular central Ascut cut Aquamarine gemstone embellished by a delicate halo and shoulders of white diamonds atop a platinum setting. This heavenly ring inspires and delights with her ethereal beauty.
Derived from the feminine name Luciana, meaning ‘light’ and ‘gracious’, Ciana’s unique design elevates the natural perfection of her rare and striking 2.58ct cushion cut pink sapphire. An incandescent halo of trillion cut white diamonds flank her central gem, creating a memorable and wearable work of art.
AASHI & AOKO

These magnificent jewels feature striking green beryl and morganites in a wonderfully artistic and playful collection for the young at heart. Joyous and spirited in its design, the Aoko pendant can be worn as a pearl enhancer on silk, leather or chain. The eye-catching Aashi earrings are a uniquely glamorous combination, sure to delight their wearer.
PORTIA

This captivating pair of earrings feature two startlingly magnificent 47.68ct pink morganite gemstones. Set in 18ct white gold, these bold statement earrings are the embodiment of feminine grace. Featuring delicate Argyle pink diamonds, round brilliant white diamonds and pear shaped white diamonds, these drop earrings are as unique and charming as their wearer.

CALISTA

Featuring two remarkably vivid gems from the Colombian region of Boyacá, these oval Muso emerald drop earrings are as bold as they are captivating. Featuring platinum settings and rose gold detailing, Calista is an enchanting and eye-catching set, perfect for those special occasions.
This striking ring showcases the impressive workmanship of Calleija’s master jewellers. The bold design features a 2.56ct emerald cut black diamond atop a detailed two-tone band. The gold inlay consists of three-dimensional raised pyramid embellishments which are stylishly contrasted by a dazzling white gold band, while beneath the setting lies a hidden Calleija ‘C’.
The ‘No Loss’ Diamond Upgrade Policy only applies to diamond jewellery purchased from Calleija with a minimum carat weight of 0.25cts per diamond. The diamond must be in perfect condition and must be approved by our gemmologist for authenticity. The new purchase must be at least 50% greater in value than the piece being traded in. The full purchase price paid for the original will be deducted from the price of the new piece. **A payment option which enables you to secure your desired Calleija creation by making regular scheduled payments for up to a two year period. All jewellery items, designs and designs (materials) shown herein are the intellectual property of Calleija Investments (QLD) Pty Ltd ACN 140 380 570, and are subject to copyright, design and trademark protection. Any unauthorised copying of Calleija materials is expressly prohibited and shall result in an action for infringement and/or claim for damages against the offending jeweller or insurance company for a breach of the Copyright Act 1968 No 3 of 1968, Trademarks Act 1995, Act No. 10 of 1995, Trade Practices Act, Act No. 5 of 1974. Any unauthorised use of the brochures including offering to copy any item or represent that you are authorised to sell, reproduce or otherwise copy the jewellery, designs or material is false representation and shall be prosecuted. Glacier® is the registered trademark of Calleija Investments (QLD) Pty Ltd ACN 140 380 570. WARNING: All materials in this publication are Copyright 2019 Calleija Investments (QLD) Pty Ltd ACN 140 380 570. Each Calleija creation crafted with natural gemstones therefore colours may vary from the images shown. Designs covered by Australian and International Copyright Laws. Prices are subject to change.

OUR FLAWLESS SERVICE

International Award Winning Bespoke Designers

GST and VAT free for overseas travellers

Unique Diamond Upgrade Policy*

Two Year Lay by Available**

30 day Refund Policy – excludes custom orders

Lifetime Warranty on all Calleija made Pieces

Lifetime Complimentary Clean and Check

Expert Repair and Restoration Service

Secure National and International Delivery

Insurance Quotes

Redesign Service Available

Jewellery Vakations
Calleija

AUSTRALIA

SYDNEY
The Fullerton, formerly The Westin Hotel
No.1 Martin Place
Sydney NSW 2000
+61 (0)2 9233 6661 sydney@calleija.com.au

GOLD COAST
Marina Mirage, Seaworld Drive
Main Beach QLD 4217
+61 (0)7 5528 3666 mirage@calleija.com.au

MELBOURNE
By Appointment.

UNITED KINGDOM

LONDON
No.7 The Royal Arcade
Albermarle Street Entrance
28 Old Bond Street
Mayfair W1S 4SG
+44 (0)20 7499 8490 london@calleija.com
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